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Abstract. The problem of improving rough set based expert systems by modifying a notion of reduct is discussed. The notion of approximate reduct is introduced, as well as some
proposals of quality measure for such a reduct. The complete classifying system based on
approximate reducts is presented and discussed. It is proved that the problem of finding
optimal set of classifying agents based on approximate reducts is NP-hard; the genetic algorithm is applied to find the suboptimal set. Experimental results show that the classifying
system is effective and relatively fast.
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Introduction

Rough set expert systems are based on the notion of a reduct [13], [14] – a minimal subset of
attributes which is sufficient to discern between objects with different decision values. A set of
short reducts can be used to generate rules [2]. The problem of the minimum reducts generation
(i.e. reducts with small number of attributes) is NP-hard, but approximate algorithms (like the
genetic one described in [16], [10] and implemented successfully in [12]) can be used to obtain
almost minimal reducts in reasonable time. On the other hand, rules generated by reducts are
∗
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often too specific and cannot classify new objects. Another types of reducts have been considered
to improve efficiency on new objects (e.g. dynamic reducts [3], reducts optimized by number
of generated rules [19], reducts based on variable precision models [23], ε-approximated reducts
[15]). One of the methods is to calculate reducts basing on single objects (local reducts, [19]);
results are good, but calculation time may be long, even when parallel algorithm is used [18].
In our approach classification results are improved by selecting optimal set (ensemble [5]) of
classifying rough set based agents. This is a special case of the wrapper approach to the problem
of feature selection [22], [4]: an optimal subset of features (approximate reduct) is found for
each agent, then an optimal subset of subsets (ensemble) of features is selected.
The notions of approximate reduct and classifying agent are introduced in the next sections.
The methods for the fast approximate reducts generation and evolutionary process (based on
genetic algorithm) of the expert system tuning are presented. The main result of the paper
is Theorem 3.1 (problem of the optimal selection of classifying agents based on approximate
reducts is NP-hard), and experimental results presented in Section 4.
The paper is an extended and revised version of [21] presented on CS&P Workshop, Berlin
2000.

2.

Approximate reducts

Let A = (U, A ∪ {d}) be an information system (see [14]), where U – set of objects, A – set of
attributes, d – decision; every ai ∈ A is a function ai : U → Vi ; d : U → Vd .
Every subset of attributes R ⊂ A defines indiscernibility relation [13] on U , i.e. two objects
are in relation iff values of attributes from R are equal. Hence, R defines a partition of U . Every
equivalence class [u]R of this relation generates one (generalized) decision rule:
ri = (ai1 = vi1 ∧ ... ∧ ai|R| = vi|R| ⇒ d = (µi1 , ..., µin ))
where A = {a1 , ..., a|A| } is the set of attributes, n is a number of decision classes D1 , ..., Dn ⊆ U ,
aik (u) = vik ∈ Vk , (µi1 , ..., µin ) is a probability distribution of decision value, based on the rough
|[u]R ∩Dj |
∈ [0, 1].
membership function of the equivalence class in decision class: µij = |[u]
R|
When one have to take into account only one decision value, the maximal one can be chosen:
ri = (ai1 = vi1 ∧ ... ∧ ai|R| = vi|R| ⇒ d = dj )
where j is such that µij = max(µi1 , ..., µin ).
Constructing a data model (set of rules) is always a tradeoff between model generality and
accuracy. To maintain the balance between these two aspects, the classification algorithm should
be parameterized and optimal values of parameters should be found for a given data set. Optimization process should be based on a quality measure function estimating both generality and
accuracy of the model.
The classification algorithm described in this paper is parameterized using a parameter α:
for a given value α ∈ [0, 1] we will remove (filter out) rules for which µij < α. Let RulR,α = {ri :
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max(µi1 , ..., µin ) ≥ α} denotes a set of decision rules based on R ⊆ A, filtered using a constant
α.
Definition 2.1. Let a method of generating a classification algorithm (CA based on RulR,α )
for any set of attributes be given. Quality measure Q of a subset of attributes A for a given
testing decision table A is a function QA : 2A → R (we will omit A in subscript) such that:
1. Values of Q(R) depends only on CA and testing table A.
2. Let A1 ⊂ A, A2 ⊂ A such that any object recognized properly by CA based on A1 is
recognized properly by CA based on A2 too, and that any object recognized by any of
these CA is recognized properly. Then quality measure Q should satisfy: Q(A1 ) ≤ Q(A2 )
(i.e. Q is monotonous due to a set of objects classified properly).
The quality measure should take into account two aspects: a degree the subset is a reduct
and its ability to generate good rule sets. In general, there is no limitation on form of the
function Q. Some practical examples are presented below.
Definition 2.2. An approximate reduct with respect to a quality measure function Q and
parameter value α ∈ [0, 1] is a subset R ⊆ A such that:
a) Q(R) is based on classification algorithm containing a set of rules RulR,α
b) ∀ R0 ⊂ R, R0 6= R, Q(R0 ) < Q(R)
c) ∀ R00 ⊃ R, R00 6= R, Q(R00 ) ≤ Q(R)
i.e. R is a local maximum of measure function Q.
Unfortunately, optimal parameter α can be found only by experiments; for some testing
databases the best results were obtained for α = 0, whereas in another case for α = 0.9.
Consider the following quality measure:
Q(R) = |A| − |R| , when R is a reduct; Q(R) = 0 otherwise.
It is easy to see, that for the above quality measure, definition 2.2 is equivalent of a definition
of classical reduct; moreover, the quality values of short reducts are higher than those of long
ones. Unfortunately, the systems based on classical short reducts are often too specific (there
are many not recognized objects).
To obtain more effective set of rules we use another quality measure, originally used to
evaluate new features in databases [20]:
Definition 2.3. Predictive quality measure of subsets R of attributes is defined as:
v
u n
uY
n
QA (R) = t
i=1

P ({r1 ...rk }, A, i)
× Pcov
P ({r1 ...rk }, A, i) + N ({r1 ...rk }, A, i)

Pcov = 1 −

k
Y
n(ri ) − 1
(1 −
)
|U | − 1
i=1

(1)

(2)
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where A = (U, A, d) – training decision table, k – number of rules generated by R, n(ri ) – number
of training objects classified properly by rule ri , P ({r1 ...rk }, A, i) – number of properly classified
objects belonging to i-th decision class, N ({r1 ...rk }, A, i) – number of objects belonging to i-th
decision class but classified to another one, n – number of decision classes.
Experiments show, that Q provides good estimation of final classification algorithm quality
on a real data. Approximate reducts optimized by Q have better forecasting capabilities than
e.g. short ones. One uses short reducts because rules based on few attributes should be more
general than others (minimum description length principle). On the other hand, predictive
quality measure estimates an effectiveness of expert system on unknown testing data table, so
reducts (and respective sets of rules) are optimized “more directly” [8].
A connection between approximate reducts and classical ones is given by the following fact:
Theorem 2.1. If R is a reduct (in classical sense – see [13], [14]), then R satisfies condition
c) in approximate reduct definition (with respect to predictive quality measure).
We have used a simple heuristics to generate approximate reducts. First, a random permutation σ of attributes is generated. Then, according to this permutation, attributes are added
to a subset R and its quality is calculated. Typically, quality value is low for small subsets,
and increases when the next attribute is added. When quality starts to decrease, next phase
begins. Each attribute from R is replaced one by one and a quality measure is calculated – an
attribute causing the highest quality increase is replaced from R. The algorithm stops when
local optimum is achieved (the result is not always an approximate reduct; the algorithm just
approximates it). If two subsets have the same quality measure, the shorter one (by means of
number of attributes) is taken (a corollary of definition 2.2).
Note, that ordering σ of attributes together with R generates an ordering τ of set of objects
U : objects are sorted by attributes’ values. Two additional techniques were used to improve final
classification quality. First, a generalization method for rules was used: every three adjacent
(by means of objects ordering τ ) rules was analyzed and some of them was joined (generalized)
if system quality was higher after this operation. Second, a method of unrecognized objects
classification was introduced: when a new object does not math any rule but we have to classify
it anyway1 , we can use upper approximation [13] of rule set. In this case we find the closest
rules (by means of objects ordering τ ) and use them to determine a decision value. Hence, the
complete classifying system based on an approximate reduct R should contain not only a set of
rules generated by R, but also the ordering τ .
Definition 2.4. By classifying agent based on approximate reduct we will denote a triple
(Rul, A, τ ), where Rul is a set of decision rules generated by R, based on values of attributes of
a training information system A, τ – a permutation of objects of A.
1

in some applications, e.g. vehicle control, it is crucial to classify all objects, even suboptimally.
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5

Optimal set of classifying agents

Some other reduct-based systems [12] generate several well-optimized reducts (e.g. using genetic
algorithm) and use all of them to create rule set. In some approaches [1] the rule set is then
filtered (e.g. by genetic algorithm), which is very time-consuming due to large number of rules
in real-life data. Our strategy is different: generate many reducts (classifying agents) using
fast approximation heuristics (these reducts may not be optimal), then construct a classification
system by selecting optimal subset of them. If some agents will be worse than others, they
simply will not be used in the final system. On the other hand, even very poor (when evaluated
separately) agent may become valuable e.g. because it can classify some objects which are hard
to recognize by other agents in a team.
We will optimize a set of agents due to classification results on a testing set. Let T denote a
set of agents (based on approximate reducts), P (T, A) – a set of properly classified objects from
a testing table A, N (T, A) – a set of misclassified objects from A. By a team quality function
S we will denote any function such that for any T1 , T2 , A:
P (T1 , A) > P (T2 , A) ∧ N (T1 , A) = N (T2 , A) ⇒ S(T1 ) > S(T2 )

(3)

P (T1 , A) = P (T2 , A) ∧ N (T1 , A) = N (T2 , A) ⇒ (S(T1 ) < S(T2 ) ⇐⇒ |T1 | > |T2 |)

(4)

A voting method Φ is used if classification results are different for different agents. Let
v1 , ..., vk be a set of agents’ classification results for an object, vi ∈ Vd ∪ {∅}. We will assume
the following property of Φ:
(∀i vi = v ∨ vi = ∅) ∧ (∃i vi = v) =⇒ Φ(v1 , ..., vk ) = v

(5)

Theorem 3.1. Let α > 0, reduct quality Q and team quality S measures be given. Problem of
selecting S-optimal subset of classifying agents based on approximate reducts is NP-hard.
Proof:
We will show, that any minimal row covering problem for binary matrices (MATRIXCOVER,
see [6]) can be solved by selecting optimal subset of classifying agents in a case of special data
table. Let B = {bij } be a binary matrix of size n × m. Our goal is to find a minimal set of
columns such that in every row there is at least one “1” in a selected column. Without loss of
generality we will assume that the matrix is large enough, i.e.:
2
−1
(6)
α
A special information system A = (U, A, d) is constructed in the following way. Every row in
matrix B corresponds to a pair of objects in U ; an additional set of 2m2 objects is used. Every
column in matrix B corresponds to one attribute in A. So |A| = n, |U | = 2m(1 + m). Decision
is a column of values Vd = {0, ..., m − 1}. Attributes and decision values for A, for the first 2m
objects:
m>
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ai (u2j−1 ) = bij (j + 1),
ai (u2j ) = bij j + 1,
d(u2j ) = d(u2j−1 ) = j − 1, where j = 1...m.
Attributes and decision values for A, for the next 2m2 objects:
ai (u2m+2j−1 ) = 0,
ai (u2m+2j ) = 1,
d(u2m+2j ) = d(u2m+2j−1 ) = (j − 1) mod m, where j = 1...m2 (see example – Table 1.).

1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

−→

a1
2
2
3
3
0
1
0
1
0
1

a2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
..
.
0
1
..
.
0
1
..
.
0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

a3
2
2
0
1
4
4
5
5
0
1

a4
0
1
3
3
0
1
5
5
0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

d
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
0
0
..
.
3
3
..
.
0
0
..
.
3
3

Table 1. Matrix B and information
system A.

We will prove, that the set of approximate reducts (for a given parameter value α) is composed of sets of the form Rk = {ak }. Consider R1 in the example presented above – it generates
the following rules:
r1
r2
r3
r4

= (a1 = 2 ⇒ d = 0)
= (a1 = 3 ⇒ d = 1)


= a1 = 0 ⇒ d = 61 , 16 , 26 , 26


= a1 = 1 ⇒ d = 16 , 16 , 26 , 26

Rules r3 and r4 will be removed because a support of the most supported decision class
is lower than α (by assumption 6: α > 25 ). This is a general rule for Rk family: only rules
corresponding to bij = 1 will be taken into account. Any rule with attribute value 0 or 1 will
be filtered out due to a special form of the second part of decision table: every decision class
is supported by at least m objects matching the rule, thus at least (m − 1)m objects support
decision classes other than the best one. On the other hand, at most m + m2 objects match the
rule, thus a value of the rule’s support can be upper-bounded by:
1−

(m − 1)m
2
=
<α
m(m + 1)
m+1
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because, by assumption 6, m > α2 − 1. Hence all rules corresponding to bij = 0 are filtered out.
Let us consider any subset R being an extension of Ri . Note that the set of decision rules
based on R is an extension of set of rules based on Ri : some rules are not changed (in a sense
of a set of supporting objects), other are divided into two or more subrules. Namely, every
rule corresponding to bkj = 0 (where j is a number of attribute present in R, j 6= i) will be
divided into two rules, both with support 1. E.g. let R = {a1 , a2 } for the information system A
presented in table 1; in this case a rule based on R1 :
r1 = (a1 = 2 ⇒ d = 0)
will be divided into:
r11 = (a1 = 2 ∧ a2 = 0 ⇒ d = 1)
r12 = (a1 = 2 ∧ a2 = 1 ⇒ d = 1)
These rules will be filtered out before quality measure Q(R) is calculated. In general, given
a set of rules based on R = {ai1 , ..., ait }, the support of these rules is larger than one only when
bi1 j = ... = bit j = 1. A set of rules (filtered) based on R is then an intersection of sets of
rules based on Ri1 , ... , Rit , hence (as all these rules are deterministic) Q(R) ≤ Q(Ri1 ), ... ,
Q(R) ≤ Q(Rit ). But, in this case, we will rather prefer a set containing one attribute (corollary
of definition 2.2). Thus, the set of approximate reducts for this information system contains sets
R1 ,..., Rn only.
Let T = {Ri1 , ..., Rit } be an arbitrary set of one-column reducts, let B(T ) be a set of columns
{i1 , ..., it } of B. Now we will prove, that optimal set of reducts (agents) T̂ ⊆ {R1 , ..., Rn }
(for any quality measure S based on classification results on A, satisfying conditions 3 and 4)
corresponds to the minimal set of columns covering B. Note, that for any T a set of rules
based on it will contain no rules for attributes’ values 0 or 1 (because they are filtered out – see
above). Therefore no objects from the second part of A (object number 2m + 1 and above) will
be recognized properly. On the other hand, for j ≤ 2m:
oj ∈ P (T, A) ⇐⇒ ∃Ri ∈T bij = 1
where P (T, A) is a set of objects properly classified by set of agents T . This result does not
depend on voting method (assuming 5), because any agent either assigns proper decision class
to an object, or does not recognize it at all. Hence:
P (T, A) = {o1 , ..., o2m } ⇐⇒ B(T ) is a covering of B
Now let T1 and T2 will be two subsets of {R1 , ..., Rn } (classifying agents), corresponding
to two coverings of B. As shown above, both of them recognizes properly the same set of 2m
objects from A. By assumption 4 we have:
S(T1 ) < S(T2 ) ⇐⇒ |T1 | > |T2 |

8
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hence the optimal T̂ is a subset of minimal cardinality, which corresponds to minimal covering
B(T̂ ) of matrix B.
It was shown, that for any binary matrix B of size n × m we can construct an information
system and a set of classifying agents (approximate reducts with parameter value α) such that
finding an optimal set of agents gives a minimal column covering of B. This construction is
polynomial since A has O(n) columns and O(m2 ) objects (assuming m > α2 − 1). As MATRIXCOVER is NP-hard, the problem of finding optimal set of agents is NP-hard too.
t
u

4.

Results of experiments

Due to its NP-hardness, the problem of selection of optimal set of agents cannot be solved exactly
in reasonable time. A genetic algorithm [7] was used in our experiments to choose the best team
of agents in approximate way. Chromosomes (sets of agents) were evaluated by their effectiveness
on a separate testing data set (selected randomly at the beginning of training process). Such a
classification process is often very time-consuming (in general, time is proportional to [number
of rules]×[number of testing objects]), but in our case, because of reduct-based rule generation,
a fast O(|A| × |U | log |U |) testing algorithm can be used:
1. Let Ri be an approximate reduct, U – a set of training objects, U1 – a set of testing objects.
2. Sort U and U1 according to Ri .
3. For each uj ∈ U1 find a proper decision rule rk by selecting a set of objects in U identical
on Ri with uj .
4. Repeat from 2. with the next reduct Ri+1 .
5. Calculate final decision values for objects from U1 using a voting technique.
Step 3. can be done in linear time, because any testing object uj will match either the same
rule rk than uj−1 did, or a rule rl , l > k. Thus the complexity of the algorithm is dominated by
step 2. complexity O(|A| × |U | log |U |), supposing |U | ≈ |U1 |.
Results of experiments described by author in [15] suggest, that dependence between a
number of agents and classification results is irregular: when a set of agents is large enough,
new agents hardly increase (or even decrease) classification rate. The “critical size” of team is
about 20-25 agents for medium size benchmark databases. Thus a set of 60 agents was used in
our current experiments, whereas typically only 20-30 reducts out of initial number of 60 were
used in the final classification algorithm.
Several well known benchmark databases published in StatLog project [9] were used in
experiments. Table 2. presents results, including data size, calculation time and average error
rate. All parameters of the algorithm were chosen experimentally: 60 reducts have been found,
then the reducts were filtered by genetic algorithm (population: 60, evolution steps: about 300)
and used in classification algorithm.
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Data
sat image
letter
diabetes
breast cancer
primary tumor
Australian credit
vehicle
DNA splices

Size (obj.×attrib.)
4435 × 37
15000 × 17
768 × 9
286 × 10
339 × 18
690 × 15
846 × 19
2000 × 181

Time (s)
223.0
1310.0
5.5
2.3
25.5
5.9
16.1
47.0

Error
0.129
0.086
0.267
0.272
0.606
0.137
0.319
0.047
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StatLog rank
5
4
12
–
–
2
19
2

Table 2. Experimental results(Celeron 400 MHz).
Calculation time includes classificator generation and testing on test table. If database does
not contain separate test table, cross-validation method is used. Results are in many cases better
than those obtained by classical methods (C4.5, k-NN, neural nets; the last column shows the
rank of our method in StatLog [9] experiment, comparing with 24 other methods). This is worth
noting that error rates presented in table are average of 10 experiments; in several experiments
(due to their nondeterministic nature) results were significantly better – e.g. 0.126 for “sat
image” data, 0.525 for “primary tumor” data, 0.125 for “Australian credit” data.
Relatively long calculation time for “letter” database is concerned with high number (26)
of decision classes rather than with number of objects. We did not use databases smaller than
about 200 objects because of low stability of results: about 25% of training objects are used as
internal testing sample; when this sample is too small, genetic algorithm cannot optimize the
set of agents well enough.

5.

Conclusions

A classification system based on approximate reducts was presented. As shown in Section 3,
problem of the optimal classifying agents selection is NP-hard, so the only way to construct
such a set effectively is to use approximate adaptive technique (e.g. genetic algorithm based on
system performance on testing data). The system described above proved to be effective and
relatively fast on several benchmark data sets.
Experiments with various voting techniques as well as on incorporating voting parameters
into genetic algorithm are in progress.
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